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The calendar that starts on
Oct. 1 and ends of Sept. 30 of the
following year is defined as the
“water year” by the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey.

The start of the year marks the

end of the growing season — the
time that’s key for moisture to
start accumulating.

And by any estimate, the
chance for normal water year
precipitation was looking bleak
in the Waynesboro area after a
wet October and a dry Novem-
ber, December and January.

“It painted a bad picture. We

need moisture in the colder
months,” said Jerry Stenger, di-
rector of the state climatology of-
fice at the University of Virginia.

What followed January could
not have been foreseen. Feb-
ruary brought a plentiful four
inches, followed by a drier March

Heavy rainfall total a mixed blessing
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Precipitation during May was above normal across most of Virginia, with
many counties receiving record rainfall amounts.See RAIN, Page A2
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C
apt. Sean Gobin
was in the U.S.
Marines un-
til 2012. After

two deployments to Iraq
and one to Afghanistan,
Gobin said he hiked all
2,185 miles of the Appala-

chian Trail
to get the
troubling ex-
periences he
had on the
battlefield
out of his
system.

“And it
ended up being an incred-
ibly therapeutic and ca-
thartic experience,” Gobin,
who lives in Waynesboro,
said.

The following year,
Gobin founded Warrior
Expeditions, a nonprofit
with a mission to get

Spring, summer accumulation bolsters dried springs, floods fields

Finding
solace in
Nature
Waynesboro vet
starts nonprofit
to help warriors
‘walk off the war’

See WARRIORS, Page A2
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First-year student Will Carrington carries a box into the Kent House
during move in at the University of Virginia.

BY ALLISON WRABEL
The (Charlottesville) Daily Record

CHARLOTTESVILLE — Tsega
Fisseha has thought a lot about
what happened at the University of
Virginia last summer.

“It makes me feel kind of emo-
tional. It makes me wonder, why did
this have to happen to my school,”
the incoming UVa first-year student

from Springfield said. “I wondered
why they let the people onto the
Grounds.”

Fisseha joined many classmates
in moving into dorms Saturday. Stu-
dents will continue to move in on
Sunday and classes begin Tuesday.

Earlier this year, the university en-
acted a new free speech policy for
alumni and outside protesters. The
recommendation was made last
year after a newly formed Dean’s
Working Group found that UVa had
insufficient policy protections and
didn’t enforce existing rules when

Issues of free speech,
safety linger as students
descend on UVa’s campus

Freshmen movin’ on in

See STUDENTS, Page A2
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Cars and trucks new and old line up during the Big Truck
and Auto Show at Expo in Fishersville on Saturday morning.
» See A3 for more photos.


